An integral feature of human memory is the ability to recall past events. What distinguishes such episodic memory from associative and semantic memories is the joint encoding and retrieval of "what," "where," and "when" (WWW) of events. Here, we investigated whether the WWW components of episodes are retrieved with equal fidelity. Using a novel task where human participants were probed on the WWW components of a recently-viewed synthetic movie, we found fundamental differences in mnemonic accuracy between these components. The memory of "when" had the lowest accuracy and was most severely influenced by primacy and recency. Further, the memory of "when" and "where" were most susceptible to interference due to changes in memory load. These findings suggest that episodes are not stored and retrieved as a coherent whole. Rather, memory components preserve a degree of independence, suggesting that remembering coherent episodes is an active reconstruction process.
real-world objects to avoid such phonemic confounds 13 . Following serial presentation of objects during a study phase, spatial and temporal memory were probed by altering the location and/or order of the objects during the test phase. A change in temporal order affected spatial memory accuracy when subjects were asked to focus on location memory, while a change in spatial relations did not affect temporal memory accuracy when subjects were asked to focus on temporal order 13 . In addition, a series of studies where subjects saw or heard a sequence of items found better memory of temporal order of the items than their presented location, but only when explicitly told to pay attention to serial order [14] [15] [16] . Another study found better mnemonic accuracy for object or location memory when the task was related to that component 19 .
However, to the best of our knowledge no study has simultaneously probed the what, where, and when components of episodes in a single task design. Further, as summarized in the last paragraph, studies that have contrasted the interaction between two of the WWW components typically only reported differences in accuracy when subjects were tasked to focus on one of the components 13, [15] [16] [17] 19 . We overcome these limitations with a novel task that tests the memory for all three WWW components of episodes without instructing subjects to pay attention to any particular component. In this task, which we call TRANSFER (TRANsient Snapshots From Episodic Recall), subjects first view a movie and are asked to memorize it (encoding phase) ( Fig. 1) . The movie contains a series of shapes or "features" that sequentially appear and disappear in different locations. Subjects are then probed on the separate WWW components of their memory (retrieval phase) by classifying still images as matches or mismatches from movie content.
Our null hypothesis was that each of the WWW components of episodes were stored and retrieved with equal fidelity. However, we found evidence of differences between the three components, with trials probing "when" memory showing both the lowest accuracy and the most dramatic decreases in accuracy due to the serial order of features in the movie. In addition, when we increased the mnemonic load on the "what" component by showing two similar features at different times in the movie, the accuracy of "when" and "where" memory was strongly affected. Based on our results, we conclude that episodes are not stored and retrieved as a coherent whole, but instead tie the WWW components together via an engram in which certain components can be remembered with more or less fidelity.
Results
To study how strongly different components of episodes were associated in memory, we developed the TRANSFER task, in which subjects observed a movie and after a short delay recalled events that occurred at particular times of the movie (Fig. 1A) . To ensure equal complexity and salience of the events throughout the movie, we created synthetic movies in which a series of 3D features sequentially appeared and disappeared on the surface of a central sphere (Fig. 1A, inset) . The features had an equal number of vertices, appeared in clearly discrete locations (four locations, 45°, 135°, 225°, or 315° around the circumference), were comfortably separated in time (2 s from end of one feature protrusion until the start of the next), and were easily distinguishable from each other (except in a manipulation condition explained below). In each block of the task, subjects first observed a movie with 3-6 features (encoding phase), and then were probed about features shown at particular times in the movie (retrieval phase). Between one and three retrieval trials occurred in the retrieval phase of each block depending on the length of the movie (see Methods for details). In each retrieval trial, a progress bar cued a time in the movie that subjects had to recall. Then, a still Figure 1 . Outline of the TRANSFER task. A) Task design. Each block started with an encoding phase in which a movie with 3-6 features was shown (inset: 2 example features, with white ellipses indicating 2 s inter-feature intervals). The movie was followed by a retrieval phase that included 1-3 trials. In each retrieval trial subjects judged whether a feature and its location occurred in the movie at a cued time. B) Example of the 5 possible retrieval trial types. The retrieval trials in each block were chosen randomly according to the percentages for each type.
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image of a feature at a particular location on the sphere was shown. Subjects indicated with a saccadic eye movement to one of two targets whether the shape and location of the feature in the still image matched or mismatched the cued time in the movie.
Mismatches could be due to (i) a movie feature that did not match the cued time but shown in the location matching the cued time (feature-mismatch), (ii) a movie feature matching the cued time but shown in a mismatching location (location-mismatch), (iii) a feature in its original location from a different time in the movie (time-mismatch), or (iv) a novel-feature not shown in the movie ( Figure 1B) . To perform well, subjects had to memorize episodes that encapsulated the location, shape, and time of the features in the movie. The novel-feature trials tested subjects' recognition memory, but the other three trial types tested the what, where, and when (WWW) components of the episode. This aspect of the TRANSFER task is unique from previous work in that each of the WWW components of episodes can be separately probed using the feature-mismatch, location-mismatch, and timemismatch trials, respectively. Importantly, subjects were given no instruction to focus on any particular component of the movie episodes and the three trial types were tested at equal proportions, making each component of the episodes equally important for achieving a high performance.
A key design principle of the TRANSFER task was to make the sensory signals of the shape, location, and presentation time of features strong and easily distinguishable, leaving no uncertainty about what, where, and when each feature was shown as subjects watched the movie. To put this another way, it would be trivial for subjects to achieve very high accuracy if we separately tested the three components using matchmismatch tasks that 1) probed only feature identity ("what") of two features side-by-side in the same movie, 2) probed only location ("where") of the same two features side-by-side in the same movie, and 3) probed only temporal order ("when") by showing a movie with two features in the same location one after another 20 . Therefore, lower than close-to-perfect accuracies as well as differences in accuracy for each mismatch trial type were shaped by the memory mechanisms that underlie the encoding and retrieval of multi-feature episodes in the TRANSFER task.
If the WWW components of episodes were inseparable in memory we would expect similar accuracies for different mismatch trial types. We tested this hypothesis with two series of analyses: direct comparison of accuracy between trial types, and determining whether the accuracies for each trial type were equally influenced by three common mnemonic phenomena: primacy, recency, and interference. 
Different components of episodes have unequal retrieval accuracy
The retrieval accuracies were systematically different across trial types ( Fig. 2 ; average pairwise difference, 5.1±3.5%). These differences were highly significant (p < 10 -8 , likelihood ratio test, Eq. 2 vs. Eq. 3), remained if we removed novel-feature trials (p = 2.4 x 10 -7 , likelihood ratio test, Eq. 2 vs. Eq. 3), and were consistent across subjects (Fig. S1 ). The lowest accuracy was for time-mismatch trials, which was significantly lower than match trials ( ! =0.30 ± 0.060, p = 1.3x10 -6 ; Eq. 2, FWERcorrected), location-mismatch trials ( ! =0.23 ± 0.082, p = 0.024; Eq. 2, FWER-corrected), featuremismatch trials ( ! =0.43 ± 0.088, p = 3.3x10 -6 ; Eq. 2, FWER-corrected), and novel-feature trials ( ! =1.4 ± 0.17, p < 10 -8 ; Eq. 2, FWER-corrected). The highest accuracy was for novel-feature trials, which were significantly higher than all other mismatch trials ( ! =-1.0 ± 0.17, p < 10 -8 ; ! = -1.4 ± 0.17, p < 10 -8 ; ! = -1.1 ± 0.17, p < 10 -8 ; ! = -0.92 ± 0.18, p = 8.8x10 -7 ; Eq. 4, all FWER-corrected).
The higher accuracy for the novel-feature trials is expected because a correct answer in these trials can be achieved from recognition memory 21 , making them less likely to rely on recall mechanisms. However, the differential accuracy for the other mismatch trial types provides initial evidence that the what, where, and when components of episodes are not packaged in an inseparable fashion.
Primacy and recency effects differ across components of episodes
When subjects are tasked to remember serially presented items, a common finding is that memory of items presented early (primacy) or late (recency) in the order are remembered better than items presented in the middle 22 . We investigated the strength of primacy and recency in our data by plotting the accuracy on retrieval trials as a function of cued time in the movie. 
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Primacy and recency effects were both present in our experiment. Figure 3A shows changes of retrieval accuracy as a function of cued time from the beginning ( Fig. 3A left) or end ( Fig. 3A right) of the movies. Aggregated across all movie lengths and trial types, accuracy was systematically higher for the earliest ( ! = 0.21 ± 0.014, p < 10 -8 ; Eq. 5) and latest ( ! = 0.32 ± 0.044, p < 10 -8 ; Eq. 5) features in the movies. These effects were not due to variable movie lengths across blocks as they were present for each movie length over 3 features ( Fig.  S3 ), but they were strongest for the longest movies, as expected (results from blocks with six-feature movies are depicted in Fig. 3B ). Also, the primacy and recency effects were strongly present in the data from all subjects: 10/10 subjects showed better accuracy for the first cued feature compared to the second (p=0.002, exact binomial test), and for the last feature compared to the second-from-last (p=0.002, exact binomial test; Fig. S2A-B ). Primacy and recency slopes were also significant when fit to individual subject's behavior (primacy: p=0.011; recency: p=0.0010; one-way sign test, Eq. 5).
However, the strength of primacy and recency effects varied considerably for different memory components ( Figure  4 ). Whereas time-mismatch trials were strongly influenced by both effects (primacy: ! = 0.22 ± 0.024, p < 10 -8 , recency: ! = 0.31 ± 0.07, p = 1.9x10 -5 ; FWER-corrected, Eq. 5), primacy and recency were weak or virtually absent in feature-mismatch (primacy: ! = -0.094 ± 0.61, p = 1.0, recency: ! = 0.36 ± 0.17, p = 0.064; FWER-corrected Eq. 5), location-mismatch (primacy: ! = 0.22 ± 0.34; p = 1.0, recency: ! = 0.075 ± 0.036, p = 0.076; FWER-corrected, Eq. 5), and novel-feature trials (primacy: ! = 0.17 ± 0.16, p = 0.6, recency: ! = 0.026 ± 0.11, p = 1.0; FWER-corrected Eq. 5). Primacy for time-mismatch trials was consistent across individual subjects, with 9/10 showing positive primacy slopes ( Fig. S2C ; ! >0; p=0.011, one-way sign test, Eq. 5). Recency for time-mismatch trials was not as consistent with only 7/10 subjects
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Novel-feature To quantitatively compare the susceptibility of different memory components to primacy and recency, we focused on blocks with the longest movies, where primacy and recency were strongest ( Fig. 5 ). The slope of the reduction of accuracy for intermediate features compared to earlier features was significantly more positive on time-mismatch trials than location-mismatch trials (stronger temporal primacy; ! = 0.43 ± 0.12, p = 0.00084; Eq. 6, FWER-corrected). An effect in the same direction existed when comparing time-mismatch to feature-mismatch trials too, although it did not reach statistical significance ( ! = 0.23 ± 0.15; p = 0.36; Eq. 6, FWER-corrected). Also, the slope for the increase of accuracy for latest features compared to the intermediate features was significantly steeper on time-mismatch trials for both comparisons (stronger temporal recency; compared to location-mismatch trials: ! = 0.33 ± 0.12; p = 0.016; compared to feature-mismatch trials: ! = 0.34 ± 0.13; p = 0.033; Eq. 6, FWER-corrected). In contrast, the strength of primacy or recency was comparable for location-mismatch and feature-mismatch trials ( Fig. 5C ; Primacy: ! = -0.094 ± 0.092; p = 0.93; Recency: ! = 0.17 ± 0.41; p = 1.0; Eq. 6, FWER-corrected). Overall, our results suggest that the "when" component of episodes was most influenced by primacy and recency.
Increasing mnemonic load differentially affects the accuracy of different components of episodes
In order to further probe the separability of the WWW components of episodes, we asked if we increased the load on one of the components, would each of them be impacted equally? To test this, we used a variant of our task in which the movie included two features with parametrically variable similarity. One of the features was a mixture of another feature in the movie with a third feature that was not shown in the encoding phase. By changing the mixing coefficient (Eq. 1), we could make the feature pair (the "morph pair") similar and hard to discriminate ( Fig. 6 ), or distinct and easy to discriminate, or anything in between ( Fig. S4A, Methods) . Overall, 58% of the blocks in a session showed a morph pair in the encoding phase (see Methods for more details). Because of the presence of other features in the movie, only a fraction of retrieval trials (49%) probed the morph pair in those blocks. However, subjects could not know while watching a movie whether the morph pair would (or wouldn't) be in the retrieval trials. The best strategy was therefore to discriminate Figure 5 . Quantitative comparison of the susceptibility of different memory components to primacy and recency. Data are from blocks with six-feature movies. In each panel, black represents one trial type and gray represents another trial type (see legends). Lines are fits to Eq. 6. Primacy and recency slopes are larger for time-mismatch trials, but comparable for feature-and location-mismatch trials. Plotting conventions are as in Figure 3B .
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and memorize the morph pair as well as other features in the movie. We hypothesized that blocks with two similar features in the movie imposed a higher mnemonic load, which could interfere with the storage and subsequent recall of all features.
Could the presence of the morph pair in the movie interfere with accuracy on retrieval trials that did not specifically probe the morph pair? And, did the increased mnemonic load compromise accuracy on some trial types more than others? The answer to both questions is yes.
Focusing on retrieval trials that targeted features other than those in the morph pair, we observed a reduction of accuracy in time-mismatch compared to locationmismatch trials of non-morph features that significantly depended on the similarity of the morph pair ( ! = -0.91 ± 0.3, p = 0.0078; Eq. 7, FWER-corrected). Further, we found a trend towards morph-pair-dependent lower accuracy on time-mismatch than feature-mismatch trials ( ! = -0.82 ± 0.35; p = 0.063; Eq. 7, FWER-corrected). However, there was no evidence of a morph-pairdependent difference between location-mismatch and feature-mismatch trials ( ! = -0.098 ± 0.39; p = 1.0; Eq. 7, FWER-corrected). Overall, the "when" component of memory was most affected by the increased mnemonic load caused by the morph pair.
Our hypothesis about the effect of memory load on retrieval accuracy also predicts that longer gaps between the morph pair in movies of the same length would cause lower recall accuracy, as a larger number of intervening features (NIF) makes distinction of the morph pair more difficult (in other words, larger NIF should increase memory interference). Figure 7 shows the retrieval accuracy of different trial types as a function of the NIF. As in the previous analysis, we excluded trials that specifically probed the morph pair and focused on the remaining features of the movie. Since movies showed between 3 to 6 features, the possible NIF ranged between 0 (when the morph pair occurred back-to-back) and 4 (six-feature movies with the morph pair shown at the beginning and end). There was a significant decline in retrieval accuracy with increased NIF for time-mismatch ( Fig. 7A ; ! = -0.25 ± 0.046; p = 8.4x10 -8 ; Eq. 8, FWER-corrected) and location-mismatch trials ( Fig.  7B ; ! = -0.19 ± 0.058; p = 0.0025); Eq. 8, FWER-corrected). Feature-mismatch trials did not show a significant change in accuracy ( Fig. 7C ; ! = -0.026 ± 0.077; p = 1.0; Eq. 8, FWER-corrected). To test if changes in retrieval accuracy with the NIF were stronger for certain trial types, we performed pairwise comparisons between the slopes in Fig. 7 . The drop of accuracy was significantly steeper for time-mismatch trials than feature-mismatch trials ( ! = 0.26 ± 0.099, p = 0.028; Eq. 9, FWERcorrected). A similar trend existed for comparison of time-mismatch and location-mismatch trials, but it did not reach statistical significance ( ! = 0.13 ± 0.081; p = 0.30; Eq. 9, FWER-corrected). There was no difference between the location-mismatch and feature-mismatch trials ( ! = 0.12 ± 0.11; p = 0.72; Eq. 9, FWER-corrected).
These results indicate that accuracy on time-mismatch and location-mismatch trials, which test memory for "when" and "where", was affected by the number of intervening features between the morph pair. Surprisingly, feature-mismatch trials, which test memory for "what," were minimally affected. The significant difference between these WWW trial types provides additional evidence that encoding and retrieval of different components of episodes are separable. 
Similar performance in a task variation designed to interfere with working memory
The relatively short gap (<1 min) between encoding and retrieval in our main task may raise a concern that subjects performed the task by relying solely on working memory. Although recent studies reduce the likelihood of this concern by showing that regions involved in episodic memory also engage in tasks similar to ours 23-25 , we designed a control experiment that directly tested the role of working memory in shaping the results explained in previous sections. This experiment, which disrupted working memory, was a "1-back" version of our TRANSFER task, in which subjects responded to the retrieval trials based on the movie shown in the block before (1-back from) the current block ( Fig. S5A ; Methods). Therefore, subjects were tasked to hold two movies in mind simultaneously, and responses to retrieval trials were separated from the relevant movie by the retrieval trials from the previous block and the movie of the current block. Five of our ten original subjects performed this task variant.
Despite the high intensity interference of working-memory, subjects had only a small reduction of accuracy for the substantial increase in the complexity of the 1-back task compared to the original TRANSFER task (overall accuracy in non-morph blocks, 83.7±5.5% on the 1-back task vs. 91.0±4.7% for the original task). Critically, the main effects that demonstrated separability of the three memory components on the original task were also present in the 1-back task. Subjects showed unequal accuracies across trial types, which reached statistical significance (p=0.0016, likelihood ratio test, Eq. 2 vs. Eq. 3) despite a much smaller trial count (<20%) in the 1-back task. The average pairwise accuracy differences were the same as the original task (6.2±4.6% vs. 5.1±3.5%). Further, the accuracies of different trial types followed a similar pattern as on the original task ( Fig. S5B ): time-mismatch trials showed the lowest accuracy (80.5±7.1%), while novel-feature trials showed the highest accuracy (94.6±7.4%). The trial counts in this task variant were too small to test the effect of memory load. However, the primacy ( Fig. S5C ; ! = -0.14 ± 0.086; p = 0.054, Eq. 5) and recency effects ( Fig. S5C ; ! = -0.3 ± 0.15; p = 0.027, Eq. 5) were present and strong. Notably, as with the original TRANSFER task, the strongest serial order effects occurred for time-mismatch trials, which showed significant primacy ( Fig. S5D ; ! = -0.27 ± 0.072; p = 0.0001, Eq. 5) and a trend towards recency ( Fig. S5D ; ! = -0.36 ± 0.25; p = 0.077, Eq. 5). 
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These similar patterns of accuracies between trial types on the original and 1-back TRANSFER tasks support the hypothesis that the differential mnemonic effects between trial types in the original TRANSFER task were not due to working memory mechanisms. Instead, they are inherent to the encoding and retrieval of short-term episodes.
Discussion
We developed a task to simultaneously investigate memory for the what, where, and when (WWW) components of episodes. The TRANSFER task did not instruct subjects to focus on any particular WWW component, thereby enabling unbiased comparison of the accuracy of memory components. We found that the WWW components of an episode did not form a coherent whole that was inseparably stored and retrieved. Instead, retrieval accuracies differed across components, with memory for "when" showing the lowest accuracy. Further, the WWW components had different susceptibility to primacy, recency, and interference caused by memory load-three common phenomena associated with memory. Trials probing "when" showed the strongest primacy and recency effects, and trials probing "when" and "where" were most interfered by increasing memory load through a task manipulation that required discrimination of similar features. These results suggest that memory processes maintain (at least) partial separation of the associated WWW components, with the subjective coherence of episodes being a result of active reconstruction from the associated components.
The abstract visual features in the TRANSFER task and instructions that gave subjects no indication of task goals were integral characteristics of our design. Previous work has had difficulty isolating memory for item and order information 18, 26, 27 , largely owing to the use of sequences of consonants or words that introduced phonemic coding confounds 12 . Later studies used abstract shapes to avoid such confounds. However, their reliance on task instructions that focused subjects' attention on one or the other memory component [13] [14] [15] [16] [17] 19 made it difficult to parse if differences in memory effects were specific to the instructions or inherent to the organization of memory. We overcame this challenge by using abstract shapes and only instructing subjects to identify trials as "match" or "mismatch" during the retrieval phase without directing attention to any particular component.
On first glance, it might seem that the lower accuracy on time-than location-and feature-mismatch trials is merely due to greater difficulty of perceiving "when" in the TRANSFER task. But perceptual difficulty does not explain our results. As mentioned in the introduction, if we took any of the WWW components and separately designed a task to probe only one of them (e.g., to probe when, show two features serially and ask which came first), accuracy would be at or near 100% 20 . In other words, none of the WWW components were near psychophysical threshold for discriminating the "what" of the feature (excluding trials in our morph blocks, Figs. 6-7), "where" it was on the sphere, or "when" it was shown in the movie. Therefore, unequal accuracies should not come from differences in sensory discrimination during the movie. As for the number of each WWW component, 470 features were shown in 3-6 time slots in 4 locations. But in any given movie, the same number of each WWW component had to be remembered (e.g. a 5 feature movie had 5 features in 5 locations in 5 time slots). If anything, since there were only 4 possible locations, location-mismatch trials might be expected to show the lowest accuracy due to intrusions from the frequent reuse of locations both between and within trials 20 . However, despite this potential for redundancy confusion, responses on time-mismatch trials were significantly less accurate than location-mismatch trials (Fig. 2) . Therefore, difficulty of time-mismatch trials was due to the inherent challenge in maintaining temporal order. This conclusion is also supported by stronger primacy and recency effects for the time-mismatch trials vs. other trial types ( Figs. 4-5) . These results suggest that how information about when is encoded and retrieved as part of an episode differs from those that maintain what and where.
Serial order effects have frequently been fit with a perturbation model 28 in which noise causes confusion between an encoded event and its adjoining events with a probability, . For example, the third feature of a movie in our task could be remembered either as the second feature or as the fourth feature with a probability of /2, with multiple perturbations possible before recall. Values of near 0.05 have typically been found using letter or word recall tasks 29 . The strength of primacy and recency in our time-mismatch trials is compatible with values of 0.094±0.024 across subjects (mean ± SE), suggesting that serial order effects in our task are more potent than in previous tasks 28, 29 . This might be expected, considering that phonemic coding strategies 12 could be less easily utilized with our abstract features.
An advantage of the TRANSFER task is that it equalizes rehearsal of different memory components, which has been hypothesized as a key factor for the strength of primacy. That is, if subjects rehearse all the observed movie features following each new feature in the encoding phase of our task, earlier features will be rehearsed more than later ones, thereby improving their retrieval accuracies 30, 31 . However, such automatic rehearsals, if present, would equally apply to the what, where, and when aspects of each feature, and therefore are unlikely to underlie different strengths of primacy for different memory components in our task (Figs. [4] [5] . Even if subjects employed a phonemic coding strategy like attempting to name the abstract features and rehearse the names in order, they are equally rehearsing both what and when, and yet we find these components to have significantly different accuracies ( Fig. 2) and primacy (Figs 4-5 ). Future work could attempt to remove the stronger primacy effect for the when component by eliminating the rehearsal period or actively preventing rehearsal 30 to more accurately quantify the effect of automatic rehearsal in our task.
Our finding that time-mismatch and location-mismatch trials were most affected by the presence of two similar features (the morph pair) in the movie (Fig. 7) could reflect a fundamental limitation of memory. Since we manipulated the feature similarity, which bears on the "what" component of episodes, why do we see stronger effects on the when and where components? Considering the current evidence, we suggest that the stronger effect of the morph pair on when and where is related to separability of these components. In blocks without the morph pair, time-mismatch trials were significantly less accurate than location-mismatch trials, which themselves were less accurate than feature-mismatch trials (Fig. 2 ). If the memory system has a limited mnemonic reservoir 24, 32, 33 , the added mnemonic load caused by the morph pair would impact the hardest trials more strongly.
Because of the novelty of the TRANSFER task, the full set of brain structures that underlie the subjects' performance is yet to be determined. Although we are careful to distinguish the relatively short duration of our task blocks from long-term episodic memories, we hypothesize that our task engages the same structures that underlie longer-term episodes. Two observations support this hypothesis. First, we replicated our findings in a 1-back variant of the TRANSFER task, where the retrieval trials in a block were about the movie observed in the preceding block. Not only were the retrieval trials separated from their corresponding movie by a much longer interval in the 1-back task, but also this longer interval included multiple events-the movie of the current block and the retrieval trials of the preceding block-that should strongly interfere with working memory and thwart the ability to rehearse movies before the retrieval trials. Replication of our main findings in the 1-back task rules out mechanistic explanations based solely on working memory, necessitating the involvement of longer-term memory mechanisms 24 . Second, past studies using tasks with short timescales but large memory loads that seem to overwhelm working memory appear to recruit medial temporal lobe structures 23, 24, 34 . Both the main TRANSFER task and its 1-back variant fall in this category.
"I meet you. I remember you…Why not you in this city and in this night, so like other cities and other nights you can hardly tell the difference?" Elle's soliloquy in Marguerite Duras's Hiroshima Mon Amour laments on the fungibility of our episodic memories, where it is often difficult for us to separate events in time when they share similar components. In our work, when humans are tasked to remember what, where, and when components of short-term episodes, we find comparable difficulties. In particular, we find temporal information to be the least accurate and most susceptible to interference by serial order and memory load, especially when the recalled episode is surrounded by a sequence of similar episodes. These differences in accuracy between the what, where, and when components of episodes in our experiments suggest a degree of independence between memory components, which speaks against holistic mechanisms that inseparably bind episodes. They also suggest that the apparent coherence of recalled events is largely a product of a reconstruction process 35 that re-joins the memory components. Future work following up on our results will offer a window into the mechanisms behind the separability of the memory components and how the brain reconstructs the seamless episodes we experience on an everyday basis.
Methods
Ten human subjects (5 male, 5 female; age, 23.4±4.6 years, mean±s.d.) with normal or corrected-tonormal vision participated in the experiment. All subjects were naïve to the purpose of the experiment, provided written consent before participation, and were free to leave the study at any time. They received fixed monetary compensation for their participation. All procedures were approved by the Institutional Review Board at New York University.
Behavioral task
During the experiment subjects were seated in an adjustable chair in a dimly lit room with chin and forehead supported 57 cm in front of a Cathode Ray Tube display monitor (20", EIZO FlexScan T966; refresh rate 75 Hz, screen resolution 1600 × 1200). Stimuli were presented using Psychophysics Toolbox 36 and Matlab (The MathWorks, Inc.). Eye movements were monitored at 1 kHz with an infrared camera (Eyelink, SR-Research).
An outline of the TRANSFER task is shown in Figure 1A . Each block of trials started with the subject looking at a fixation point (FP, 0.15° radius) at the center of the screen. After a short delay the encoding phase of the block began with the presentation of a movie centered on the screen ( Figure  1B) . The movie started with a 1.3° radius gray sphere on which 3-6 shapes ("features") grew and then receded from 4 potential locations on the surface of the sphere (45°, 135°, 225°, or 315° along the circumference). Subjects were required to maintain fixation within 1.5° from the FP throughout the movie. Each feature extended up to 2° from the edge of the sphere in 0.333 s, remained extended for 0.667 s, and then retracted in 0.333 s (total feature duration, 1.333 s). A 2 s delay showing only the sphere was presented after each feature during which subjects maintained fixation but were permitted to blink to prevent dry eyes. Features from each movie were chosen randomly from a pool of 470 unique features. This large pool ensured that most features were not repeated in a day (~400 features per day), minimizing interactions between movies from different blocks of trials. Subjects were instructed to utilize the 2 s interval after each feature to memorize and rehearse it. In early data collection blocks, an orange progress bar was shown 3° below the FP. The progress bar grew horizontally at a constant speed throughout the movie (0.3°/s) and indicated the time of each feature. In later blocks of data collection, the progress bar was eliminated for all subjects and they were asked to mentally keep track of elapsed time. Removing the progress bar ensured that subjects could not perform the task by visually associating the length of the bar with simultaneously observed features. After the movie, subjects moved from the encoding phase to the retrieval phase, where they were tested on their memory of the movie.
Subjects initiated each retrieval trial by fixating on the FP. After a short delay (0.2-0.5 s, truncated exponential, mean=0.3 s), a blue and a red target (equiluminant, 18.5 cd/m 2 ) appeared to the right and left of the FP (0.5° radius, 8° eccentricity). The location of the two targets swapped randomly across trials. After a second short delay (0.2-0.5 s.; truncated exponential with mean=0.3s), a "time cue" appeared on the screen indicating that subjects would be queried about a particular time in the movie. Subjects were instructed to recall the feature shown during the cued time. After a variable delay (0.5-1.5 s.; truncated exponential with mean=0.83 s), an image was shown for 0.3-1.2 s (truncated exponential with mean=0.6 s) at the center of the screen. Subjects decided whether this image matched the cued time in the movie. Finally, the FP, stimulus, and time cue disappeared, indicating that subjects should report their choice with a saccadic eye movement to one of the two targets.
Subjects were instructed to identify "match" or "mismatch" trials during the retrieval phase based on the content they saw during the encoding phase. Choosing the blue target indicated that the image matched the cued time in the movie, and the red target indicated a mismatch. Subjects received distinct auditory feedbacks for correct and error responses. We limited the number of retrieval trials per movie block to minimize potential interference due to consecutive retrievals. For movies with 3, 4, and ≥5 features, we showed 1, 1-2, and 2-3 retrieval trials, respectively. To avoid learning from feedback of previous retrieval trials in a block, each cued time in the movie could be queried only once in the retrieval phase.
For a retrieval image to be a match, it should include the same feature at the same location as those shown in the movie at the cued time. A mismatch could arise for different reasons. Throughout the paper we focus on four mismatch trial types: "location-mismatch," where the retrieval image was a movie frame of a time-matching feature shown in a different location than during the movie; "feature-mismatch," where the retrieval image was a movie frame of a mismatching feature taken from a different time in the movie but shown in a time-matching location; "time-mismatch," where the retrieval image was a movie frame that appeared at a time other than the cued one; and "novelfeature," where the retrieval image consisted of a feature not shown during the movie (but appearing at a time-matching location). The match and mismatch trials were balanced, each comprising 50% of retrieval trials. Location, feature, and time-mismatch trials were balanced too, each comprising 30% of mismatch trials (15% of all trials). Novel-feature trials comprised the remaining 10% of mismatch trials (5% of all trials). The match and mismatch trials were randomly intermixed throughout the session.
By the nature of the task, time-mismatch trials always showed the retrieval image of a feature in the original location it was shown in the movie, but with a cue indicating a different time slot from the movie. However, for feature-mismatch trials, since the retrieval image was selected as one of the other features from a different part of the movie, there was a ¼ chance (due to there being only 4 possible locations) that the location of the other feature would happen to be the same location as the original feature shown during the cued time slot. In that case, since the subject would see a feature from a different time of the movie, but in the same location it was originally shown, the retrieval image was functionally identical to a time-mismatch trial. Therefore, in our analyses we grouped these trials with our time-mismatch trials.
To ensure that consecutive movie blocks did not lead to confusion and interference, the retrieval trials of a block were separated from the movie of the next block with a 3 s interval during which the screen turned blue to demarcate the end of the previous block. Subjects were instructed to rest and prepare for the next block.
Subjects were trained until they achieved a 75% accuracy criterion (typically for 3-4 days). Data collection began following training. Subjects typically performed the task for one hour each day, during which they completed 6-8 sessions (5-8 min per session), each including 15 blocks. Each subject contributed 2390-4877 trials to the dataset for the TRANSFER task (median, 3624 trials; 14-28 hours of data collection per subject). Additionally, 5 of the 10 subjects contributed 1216-2097 trials for the 1-back variant of the TRANSFER task explained below (median, 1466 trials; 10-14 hours of data collection per subject). Combined, there were 38,735 trials for the TRANSFER task, and a separate 7,416 trials for the 1-back TRANSFER task.
Stimuli
All features were parametrically defined as protrusions of a fixed number of vertices on the surface of a sphere. We started with 62 prototype features that were manually created to be easily discriminable. Next, to increase the number of features such that subjects could not easily memorize the entire set, we took each possible pair of these 62 prototype features and combined them such that the vector of vertices for each feature was exactly halfway between the pair (as explained in the next paragraph). This created 1922 unique features. We used the 470 of these that displayed a smooth transition when one prototype was morphed into the other. We call these 470 our main feature set.
Parametric morphing of features was implemented according to the following equation:
where ! and ! are the vectors of vertices for any of our 470 pairs of prototypes and , is the mixing coefficient that defines the morph level, and !" is the vector of vertices of the intermediate morph between the two prototypes. For the main feature set, the morph level was set to 0.5.
However, by changing the morph level between 0 and 1, we could also parametrically morph one prototype into another (Fig. S5 ). As we lower the value of the morph level from 0.5 towards 0 (or, symmetrically, raise it from 0.5 to 1), we create a morphed feature with increasing dissimilarity from one of the 470 main features (and increasing similarity to one of the 62 prototype features, Fig. S5 ). We used such parametrically morphed features in a subset of task blocks as explained in the next section.
Task variations
Parametric variation of feature similarity. To test how the similarity of features in the movies influenced behavior, we included one parametrically morphed feature in the movie in some blocks (67% of blocks for 6 subjects and 50% of blocks for the other 4 subjects). The feature was made by selecting one of the 470 main features and decreasing the value of the morph level from 0.5, as explained in the previous section (Eq. 1). Both the parametrically morphed feature and its partner in the main set, which we refer to as the morph pair, were included in the movie. Therefore, for mixing coefficients close to 0.5, the movie contained two similar features, whereas for mixing coefficients close to 0, the morph pair were visually distinct and easily discriminable (Fig. S4) . The value of the mixing coefficient in different blocks was chosen randomly from a truncated exponential distribution with the highest probability for = 0.5 − , and the lowest probability for = 0 (mean , 0.33). = 0.5 was excluded to ensure an objectively correct answer on every trial. Because of this exponential distribution, many of the morph pairs were hard to distinguish (Fig. S4) . The order and time of the two features of the pair varied randomly in the movies across blocks. However, the locations of the pair were always the same in a movie. This location varied in different blocks.
1-back TRANSFER task.
To test whether subjects' performance depended on the immediate working memory, we created a variant of the TRANSFER task in which retrieval trials in a block did not probe subjects' memory of the movie in the same block. Rather, they referred to the movie observed in the preceding block (1-back). The session began with subjects viewing a movie, then a second movie, followed by the retrieval trials referencing the first movie, then a third movie followed by the retrieval trials referencing the second movie, and so on (Fig. S5 ). To perform this task, subjects had to commit the movie of the current block to memory and then retrieve the memory of the movie from the previous block, overcoming two sources of interference: the immediately observed movie and the retrieval trials that followed the relevant movie. Task parameters remained the same as the main task, with the exception that we limited the length of the movies to 3-4 features. To remind subjects that the retrieval trials are not related to the immediately observed movie in the current block, the color of the time cue of the retrieval trials was distinct from the color of the progress bar of the movie of the current block, but it matched that of the movie of the previous block. 5/10 subjects performed this task variation.
Data analysis
We tested our hypotheses using a series of regression analyses. Regression coefficients were estimated using maximum likelihood methods. Standard errors of coefficients were estimated by inverting the Hessian matrix of the model log-likelihood function and calculating the square root of the diagonal elements of the inverted matrix 37 . For maximum likelihood fitting, we derived the closed form of the Jacobian and Hessian matrices wherever possible. Where we could not directly derive the matrices, we estimated them numerically. Because single subject's data were consistent with each other (see Figs. S1-S2), we pooled trials across subjects for all statistical tests. We also report single subject results to provide a complete picture of the strength and diversity of results.
To compare accuracy between time-mismatch and other trial types we used the following logistic regression:
where ! are regression coefficients and ! are indicator variables for different trial types. ! is for match trials, ! is for location-mismatch trials, ! is for feature-mismatch trials and ! is for novelfeature trials. Eq. 2 served two purposes. First, it enabled us to perform pairwise comparisons between the accuracy of each of the four trial types indicated by !!! and the time-mismatch trials, whose accuracy is captured by ! . Second, this equation was used to test whether the null hypothesis of identical accuracy for all five trial types adequately explains the data. For this purpose we use a likelihood ratio test 38 against a logistic regression that captures the null hypothesis that subjects' accuracy was the same for all trial types:
We also reported a modified version of Eq. 2 without the ! factor to ensure the differences in accuracies were not driven solely by the novel-feature trials but were present for the three WWW components. For the pairwise comparisons between trial types, we corrected for family-wise error rate using the Bonferroni correction. Therefore, where indicated in the results, p-values were Bonferroni-corrected using the number of comparisons done for that test and significance was considered to be p<0.05.
To compare accuracy between novel-feature and other trials types, we used a modified version of Eq. 2:
where ! represents accuracy for novel-feature trials and ! is for match trials, ! is for timemismatch trials, ! is for location-mismatch trials and ! is for feature-mismatch trials.
Subjects' performance in the retrieval trials was influenced by both primacy and recency. Primacy caused features closer to the beginning of a movie to be remembered more accurately. Recency caused features closer to the end of the movie to be recalled more accurately. The combination of the two effects led to a v-shaped deflection in the plots that show retrieval accuracy as a function of cued time in the movie (Figs. 2-4 ). We used the following logistic regression to quantify the strength of primacy and recency:
where is the cued time in the movie and ! are regression coefficients. ! defines the time in the movie when a phase transition from a primacy-dominant regime (first line of Eq. 5) to a recency dominant regime (second line of Eq. 5) occurred. ! and ! quantify how quickly accuracy changed as a function of the cued time in the movie (the "slope"). We use these slopes to report the strength of primacy and recency, respectively, with significant positive slopes indicative of systematically higher accuracy for features shown at the beginning or end of the movie, respectively. To avoid local maxima, we repeated each fit 500 times from random starting points and chose the fit with the highest log likelihood.
Because of the variable movie lengths across blocks, we align feature presentation times to either the beginning or end of the movie and fit Eq. 5 separately for each alignment. The reported primacy effects are based on ! of data aligned to the beginning of the movie and the reported recency effects are based on ! of data aligned to the end of the movie. This was not necessary for Fig. 3B , since when only one movie length was used, primacy ( ! ) and recency ( ! ) slope can be measured from the same fit. When fitting Eq. 5 to individual trial types, we once again corrected for familywise error rate for both primacy and recency slopes by Bonferroni-correcting the p-values using the number of comparisons (N=4) done for each. We also report a one-way sign test across individual subjects, where we assess significant primacy or recency by fitting ! for each subject's data with the null hypothesis that the subjects' slopes will not be different than a distribution with a median of 0.
The discontinuity in Eq. 5 prohibited calculation of the standard errors when ! approached an integer multiple of the inter-feature interval in the movies. To obtain an approximate standard error in such cases, we jittered the estimated value of ! by 2% to move the log-likelihood function to a continuous region where the calculation of standard errors was permissible (i.e., diagonals of the inverse Hessian were positive). In all cases we confirmed that the small jitter of ! minimally changed the overall log-likelihood of the model (maximum change <1%). We also confirmed that the jitter minimally influenced the other regression coefficients. To quantify the effects of jitter on other parameters, we kept ! fixed at the jittered value and fit the other coefficients. The jitter led to <1% change in other coefficients.
To compare the magnitude of primacy and recency between two different trial types, we used a modified version of Eq. 5:
where is an indicator variable for trial type (0 for one type and 1 for another). ! and ! define the difference in primacy and recency slopes between the two trial types, respectively. ! accounts for the overall difference in accuracy between the two trial types. The null hypothesis was no difference in primacy or recency. Since we did 3 tests, p-values were Bonferroni-corrected for family-wise error rate.
Movies in morph blocks contained a morph pair, which was intended to increase the mnemonic load on "what" memory by tasking subjects to differentiate two similar features (see Task Variations). We quantified the effect of morph feature similarity on the accuracy between different trial types using the following logistic regression:
where is an indicator variable that contrasts two retrieval trial types-for example locationmismatch vs. feature-mismatch trials, is the morph level, ranging from 0.5 to 0 on morph blocks and 0 on non-morph blocks, and is an indicator variable that is 1 when the cued time of the retrieval trial probes one of the morph pair in the movie and 0 otherwise. !!! are regression coefficients, where ! accounts for the accuracy of one trial type and ! accounts for the difference of accuracy with the other trial type, ! accounts for the overall effect of the similarity of morph pair on the accuracy of the two trial types, and ! quantifies how much the difference in accuracy between the two retrieval trial types is influenced by the similarity of the morph pair. ! controls for trials that involve the morph pair, ensuring that ! isolates the effect for the retrieval trials that do not involve the morph pair. The null hypothesis of interest is no difference of accuracy between trial types due to the morph pair ( ! : ! = 0). Results were FWER-corrected for the three tests used.
In morph blocks, the morph pair could be shown back to back in the movie or be separated by one or more distinct features. The temporal separation of the morph pair in the movie could change memory load via both elapsed time and interference from intervening features. To test whether the number of intervening features (NIF) between the morph pair influenced subjects' accuracy, we used the following logistic regression:
where N is the number of intervening features. The null hypothesis was that the number of intervening features did not influence accuracy ( ! : ! = 0).
To test whether the NIF had a differential effect on the memory of location, feature, or time, we extended Eq. 8 to:
where is the indicator variable for a pair of trial types. ! quantifies whether the accuracy difference of the pair of trial types is modulated by the NIF. The null hypothesis was no modulation ( ! : ! = 0). Figure 2B . A-D show trials grouped from movies of particular lengths, from 3 to 6 features, respectively. Primacy slope is significantly different from 0 for movie lengths of 4 or more (Eq. 5, movie length 3: ! = 0.072 ± 0.21; p = 0.36; movie length 4: ! = 0.21 ± 0.084; p = 0.0065; movie length 5: ! = 0.26 ± 0.043; p < 10 -8 ; movie length 6: ! = 0.28 ± 0.029; p < 10 -8 ).
Recency slope is significantly different from 0 for movie lengths of 5 and 6 (Eq.5, movie length 3: ! = 0.58 ± 2.3; p = 0.4; movie length 4: ! = 0.12 ± 0.098; p = 0.11; movie length 5: ! = 0.29 ± 0.077; p = 7.6x10 -5 ; movie length 6: ! = 0.62 ± 0.087; p < 10 -8 ). Figure 6 . B) Psychometric plot of the proportion of "match" responses on match and timemismatch trials in which both the cued time and the retrieval image were associated with the morph pair. For match trials, this meant that the cued time and retrieval image both probed one of the morph pair. For time-mismatch trials, this meant that the time cue referred to one of the morph pair, while the retrieval image showed the other. The five data points on each half of the plot (timemismatch and match) divide the trials into bins with equal trial counts based on the mixing coefficient of the morph pair. For the time-mismatch trials, the probability of match choices declined as the morph pair became more distinct (i.e., subjects were more likely to distinguish the pair). For the match trials, the probability of match choices increased only slightly with distinctness of the morph pair, probably due to a ceiling effect on the probability of correct responses caused by the overall task difficulty. All morph blocks of the main task are included in this plot. The black solid line is a logistic regression fit.
A Figure S5 . 1-back TRANSFER task shows similar accuracies across trial types and serial order effects as the original TRANSFER task. A) Design of the 1-back version of TRANSFER task.
In the encoding phase of each block, subjects viewed a movie, similar to the original task, but in the retrieval phase, they were asked to answer based on the movie viewed in the preceding block. Movies were limited to 3 or 4 features in length. The progress bar in the encoding phase of odd and even blocks had distinct colors (orange on odd blocks and green on even blocks). The time cues in the retrieval trials matched the color of the progress bar of the corresponding movie to help subjects not confuse the relevant movie. B) Accuracy for different trial types of the non-morph blocks in the 1-back task. Conventions are the same as Fig. 2 . C-D) Primacy and recency for the 1back task. Conventions are the same as Fig. 3A . C shows trials pooled across all trial types and movie lengths. D shows time-mismatch trials only.
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